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“transforming through capacity building”

NIPAM COMMITTED TO FULFILLING ITS MANDATE 
The Institute of Public Administration and Management of Namibia 
(NIPAM) has changed its approach to fulfilling its mandate of capacitating 
the Namibian public sector  from physical in-person capacitating 
methods to online.

This move comes after the prolonged national battle with Covid-19 
which was exacerbated by the emerging threat of the third wave of new 
infections in the country. In light of this NIPAM saw, it fit to meet the 
new challenge head-on with an online approach to enable the continued 
capacitation of the Namibian public sector and to ensure the fulfilment 
of its mandate. NIPAM prides itself on its efforts in creating an agile 
and resilient public sector and it befits an organization like it to seek out 
creative ways in order to address any issues it might come across.
The online approach will allow potential course participants to continue 

their capacitating efforts online through NIPAM’s frameworks that will 
enable the continued and expected high-quality service delivery from 
NIPAM to reach where it is needed despite the restrictions due to 
Covid-19. 

Online learning presents a number of other benefits as it enables the 
ability for remote teaching and learning to circumvent the otherwise 
large distances between  NIPAM and its clients. It also brings into fruition 
the concept of egalitarian learning as people that would otherwise not be 
able to access certain building types can now learn without struggling to 
travel or access buildings that are not wheelchair friendly for example. 
NIPAM’s quick pivot shows its commitment to fulfilling its mandate 
despite any challenges like Covid-19 and it should serve as a beacon to 
others to follow suit. 
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